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Dimatec illuminates
the road too
With the launch of new headlights for motorhomes, Dimatec includes external lights in
its products range thus becoming a major reference point for all European manufacturers.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

Alexander Vohwinkel,
Dimatec Key Account Manager

rent parameters, such as product durability,
but we are going to implement a number of
quite complex tests to verify the products
compliance with the European rules related
to the road lighting (light intensity and
others). Since the product is fully compliant
with the regulations and has passed all inhouse tests, Dimatec plans to obtain the
European certification by the end of August.
"We are really satisfied with the work done
- says Alexander Vohwinkel - and we are
sure that when the production process
starts, Dimatec will become a proud part of
this pomising business. Compared to large
lights manufacturers in the automotive sector, we boast decades of experience in the
RV sector, but we can also ensure production
flexibility and product customization that

imatec’s joining in the external lights
industry is occurring at increasingly
rapid pace. Although a complex and
difficult sector because of the high design
and testing costs involved, it is also a promising one if we think that all motorhome
manufacturers use headlights for aesthetic
reasons with the aim to better customize
their vehicles, as it has happened in the car
industry. After a very promising start with a
full range of taillights, which was greatly
appreciated by European manufacturers,
Dimatec is ready for the great leap forward
as it is going to present at Dusseldorf Salon
a motorhome-aimed front headlamp. This is
an ambitious project resulting from the company’s multi-year experience in the lighting
industry that certainly involves considerable
risk and efforts: in fact, very few companies
are currently operating in this sector.
Dimatec will therefore be one of the few
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interlocutors which manufacturers will dialogue with in order to get front headlights apt
to customize their motorhomes front. As we
know, most of the camper makes use of the
original chassis cab (Fiat, Ford, Mercedes...),
but the motorhomes segment, which comprises vehicles featuring an integral body
with front redone, is experiencing a significant growth accompanied by a market broadening aimed at including any price ranges
(in Europe, the final price ranges from
60,000 to 250,000 Euro).
"After 30 years in the interior lighting sector
- explains Alexander Vohwinkel, Key
Account Manager of Dimatec - in 2013 we
debuted in the external lights industry, with
the aim to create a complete range of products to be supplied as automotive OEM to
our customers. We started with some taillights models, then we added a series of
marker lights and other small auxiliary lights.
Now we fulfill our project by launching the
front headlights, which obviously are more
complex to implement. We are talking about
LED headlamps and the idea is to group in
only two headlights what today is usually
enclosed in three."
Featuring a circular shape with 95 mm diameter, the new headlamps are then two: the
first groups daytime running lights, position
lights and dipped beam lights, while the
second combines high beam and turn signal
lights. At the time of writing the new headlamps are in the testing phase. We are performing in-house checks to evaluate diffe-

only a smal/medium size company may
offer".
Product customization is increasingly requested in the motrohome world, which is rapidly evolving. Given that the sector numbers
prevent the creation of ad hoc lights for each
motorhome model, the customization
through changes of a standard product
becomes crucial to obtain image variations
at acceptable costs.
Novelties, however, do not end here because Dimatec has scheduled a further widening
of the tail lights range, in this case extended
to all campers and not only for motorhomes.
The series of linear-developed light bars
(horizontal or vertical), already successfully used by some
manufacturers will extend so
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Visit us at the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth E85

Dimatec supplied internal lights and faucet
for the innovative Fiat Ducato 4x4 Expedition

as to be attractive also
to large vehicles manufacturers, the socalled "liner". The new linear lights will be
longer than the current ones, so as to
be more "prominent" and not to
blend with the tail wall of the
maxi size vehicles.

Also, a L-shaped rear light is currently
under study, which would be aimed at all
vehicles and not only premium ones. Very
thin and elongated, this L-shaped lamp will
have a great visual impact. It will include
position light and stop light and it can be
usefully combined with other light bars
(either horizontal or vertical) to definitely
characterize the rear wall of different
motorhomes types. It is therefore clear
that Dimatec, increasingly OEM
market-oriented, has made
major investments in this
niche market, which considers absolutely promising.
After years of commitment in
the interior lighting segment,
now the Italian company is
proudly going to become a
part even of the the external
lights industry, thus being
able to offer a comprehensive products range to
manufacturers.

Company Profile
ith over 30 years’ experience,
Dimatec Spa is a company
specialized in supplying lighting
for recreational vehicles. Officially
established in 1983, it has far-off
roots if one considers that its founder, Richard Pirovino, began to
operate in the sector as early as in
1974. In 1989, the company made
its debut in the lighting industry
by starting the production of
lamps and a few years after launching Veralux, an external, 12 V
and 11 W fluorescent lamp that
soon has become a best seller in
the caravanning market. Dimatec
operates both in the factory fitted
market and the after market with
its own products, but works also as
a commercial agent, i.e. the intermediary between the recreational
vehicles and components manufacturers, offering a wide range of
accessories and spare parts. Since
November 1999 Dimatec is ISO
9001:2000 certified. Since then the
company is committed to constantly improving its own internal processes to achieve its objectives
aimed at providing increasingly
better customer service. During
2009 Dimatec has been certified
under the new ISO 9001: 2008 as
well.
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